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1.1

Forward
This article is not meant as a design guide but as an informative and interesting
article. A little bit of Engineering ‘playtime’.
The article is not meant to be ‘watertight’ and may be amended without any notice.
Oxford Analysis Consultants are presenting some of their capability in this article.
Oxford Analysis Consultants would be pleased to receive your feedback. Please
contact us using the details below.
Oxford Analysis Consultants Limited
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Abstract
Designing something to last must consider the real life environment. How is the
environment quantified and used as an input to the design process?
Not unreasonably, Engineers often design for single worst cases where, for
example, a component is on ‘bottom limit’. Problems really begin when trying to
design for worst case forces. Designing against all the possible pessimistic
numbers and producing a component that will not break would probably mean
creating something too heavy, expensive and would be generally uncompetitive.
Design numbers for forces can come from many sources including standards and
historical experience. But, as a competing component’s performance begins to
take market share, designs are made more and more efficient without any real
knowledge of where the feasible design envelope really ends. Beyond the
envelope, components either just break or they statistically fail prematurely along
with reputation.
It is at this point that Engineers apply instrumentation and begin collecting real
data against which to design and it is at this point that Engineers realise that the
real forces involved can be much larger and more complex than realised. It is now
that the component design company begins to learn about the real operating
environment and about the statistical nature of applied forces.
Instrumentation requires real hardware, the results from which must be read
across to new designs. Measurements taken from current designs are a valuable
asset they may not so useful for a new or different design.
Whatever the force inputs finally used for design, trials instrumentation of real
hardware helps to ‘close the loop’ and improve the inputs for the next design.
This article explores suspension forces for a simple towed trailer and how these
forces are affected by ‘aging’ of the damper and spring. It shows that force
‘envelopes’ are possible in the virtual environment.
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High level methodology
A simplified rigid body dynamic model of a car and trailer were created.
The model car and trailer was arranged to have an initial velocity on flat ground
before approaching a road surface profile at a constant velocity.

During the motion, the forces experienced by the spring and the damper were
recorded and for a fixed road surface profile, the trailer variables were modified.
Looking at the condition when a damper is poor, old or failed it is expected that the
trailer will bounce and the spring will experience high forces during uncontrolled
oscillations encouraged by the uneven road surface. The introduction of a damper
tends to ‘smooth’ the response. This is not new knowledge.

The initial oscillations of the trailer for a worn damper are in fact damped out by
the suspension of the towing vehicle. This view is of design input extremes.
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Gradual performance decline
It is reasonable to assume that there will be some change in performance of both
spring and damper over time. It was assumed that the car pulling the trailer was a
constant but the following variables were available to study for each road surface:


Vehicle velocity



Trailer damper rate



Trailer spring rate

The same experiment was carried out a large number of times, each one having a
different spring rate, damper rate and vehicle initial velocity as inputs. Spring and
damper forces were plotted as outputs.

The Engineer can begin to understand the distribution of the spring force
population and how the performance of the damper affects the maximum spring
force.
This will assist with the choice of design load for basic static structural integrity but
more importantly could become an input to fatigue studies.
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Brief notes
The model studied has the following main simplifications


Effectively 2-Dimensional



No tyre characteristic



No friction



Wheels do not rotate

The following is possible further study
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3-Dimensional model to study lane changing



Tow hitch forces



The effect of different towing vehicles



Effect of different road profiles



Minimising the chances of trailer wheels leaving the ground
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